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1. Introduction
 Reinforcement Learning:

– Studies the problem of a learning agent that

interacts with an unknown, stochastic, but fully

obserable enviroment.

Formalized as MDP with the state space as a

single “flat” search space, e.g. game playing,

elevator control...

 Question: 
– what if the tasks have a complex, hierarchical

structure, e.g. robot soccer, air traffic control ? 



  

2. Markov Decision Processes and 
the Q learning Algorithm

 MDP:  Models the situation in which an agent interacts 
withan external fully-observable enviroment. 

State: St Action: at Station Transition: S_{t+1}

Real-Value Reward

Figure 1: Taxi Problem: MDP

1. passenger is at R,G,Y,B
2. taxi is in a randomly-chosen cell of the grid

Procudure: 
1. taxi goes to and pick up the passenger
2. taxi goes to destination and drop of

Reward: 
1. each action with reward: -1
2. passenger putown at destinatoin, reward: 20



  

2. Markov Decision Processes and 
the Q learning Algorithm

 Policy: a rule for choosing actions. 
 It is a mapping from the set of states S to the set of Action A.

 The Value of a Policy in a particular state s: 
 It is the expected cumulative reward of executing policy starting in state s. 

Remark: 

for any MDP, there exist one or more optimal policies, but all of them
Share the same optimal value function, which satisfies the Bellman equation: 



  

2. Markov Decision Processes and 
the Q learning Algorithm

Fig.2. Value function for the case where the passenger is at (0,0) (location Y)
 and wishes to get to (3,0) (location B). 

Question: 
1. consdier (3,1) in the right maze, why is it 18? 
2. consider (2,2) in the left maze, why is it 7? 



  

2. Markov Decision Processes and 
the Q learning Algorithm

Compute the optimal policy: 

1. Learning                                     first. -----Interacting with the MDP

    Interact with the enviroment, estimate this information, and then apply 
    Offline dynamic programming algorithms.

2. Construct an estimate of                 directly, without learning                  
    ----- Q learning. 

 



  

3. Task Decomposition and 
Reinforcement Learning

Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning:  
To discouver and exploit hierarchical structure within a Markov 
decision problem.

Step 1: The RL system will find a plicy for choosing actions within 
each subroutine. 

Step 2: The policy from Step 1 will be an optimal solution to a 
sub-MDP of the original MDP.

Step 3: The policy of the overall MDP will be a combination of the 
policies of the various subroutines. 

Rk: these sub-MDPs will be re-usable in new tasks. 



  

3. Task Decomposition and 
Reinforcement Learning

The goal of our hierarchical RL algorithm:

To find a recursively optimal policy, which is an assignment
of policies to each individual subtask s.t the policy for each 
Subtask is optimal. 

Remark:

1. A recursively optimal policy is kind of local optimality. 
2. It does not guarantee anything about the quality of the 
    Resulting overall policy. 
3. Each policy is locally the optimal solution. 



  

3. Task Decomposition and 
Reinforcement Learning

Fig 3. A task hierarchy for the Taxi domain 

Rk: 
1. To define each subtask, there should be a termanation predicate and 
    A set of child tasks. 

    Eg: Naviagte(t) is terminated iff the taxi is at location t. 
    Eg: when is the subtask for “get” is terminated? 
    Eg: when is the subtask for “put” is terminated? 



  

3. Task Decomposition and 
Reinforcement Learning

Hierarchical Semi-Markov Q learning (HSMQ):each subtask p
 will learn its own Q function

 
Algorithm for each subtask: 



  

4. Value Function Decomposition and 
Reinforcement Learning 

The MAXQ value function decomposition:
 
The value function of each subtask is represented and learned
independently. 

Expect reward with subtask p
Q(p,s,a)

Expected total reward while
 executing action a, V(a, s)

Expected total reward of completing
Parent task p after a has returned,

C(p,s,a)

So, the Q value of a parent task to the value function of a child task 
can be shown as:  Primitive Action a Non-primitive subtask p



  

5. State Abstraction and HRL



  

4. Value Function Decomposition and 
Reinforcement Learning 

Fig.2. Value function for 
the case where the 

passenger is at (0,0) 
(location Y)

 and wishes to get to (3,0) 
(location B). 

Root: 7 

Get passenger: 5 Reward of completing
The root task: 12

Navigate(Y): 4 Finish Get: -1

West: -1 Finish Nevigate (Y): -3



  

4. Value Function Decomposition and 
Reinforcement Learning 

Formally, we can write this as: 



  

4. Value Function Decomposition and 
Reinforcement Learning 

Remark:
 
1. MAXQ value funciton decomposition can represent the value 
function of any Hierarchical policy, ie any assignment of policies to 
subtasks in a hierarchy.

2. It extends to discounted, infinite-horizon MDPs and stochastic 
policies. 

3. MAXQQ converges with probability 1 to a recursively optimal
Policy. 



  

4. Value Function Decomposition and 
Reinforcement Learning 

Algorithm MAXQQ learning: 



  

4. Summary for HSMQ and 
MAXQQ learning

Policy Decompositon Value Function 
Decomposition

HSMQ MAXQQ
Common: focused on learning 

A recursively optimal policy

A collection of 
simultaneous, Independent 

Q learning problem

Fully-online incremental 
algorithm

The value function of any 
Hierarchical policy

Discounted, infinite-horizon
MDPs and stochastic policies.

Question:
 What is hierarchically optimal policies are not recursively optimal?



  

5. State Abstraction and HRL
State Abstraction within subtasks: 

1. Reduce the amount of memory required to store the value function.

2. Reduce the amount of experience required to learn the value function

Three forms of state abstraction:

1. Irrelative Variables (HSMQ learning)

2. Funnel Abstrations (MAXQ )

3. Structural Constraints (MAXQ)



  

5. State Abstraction and HRL
1. Irrelevant Variables 

The value of the state variable never affects wither the values of the relevant 
State variables or the reward function. 

1. the chosen actions a within a subtask 
May affect the values of the Y variables. 

2. the Y variables can have no effect on 
The rewards received in the subtask.

Taxi domain: 
1. Can we ignore the passenger location during
Navigate and put subtasks ?

2. Can we ignore the passenger destination during 
Navigate and get subtask ?Figure 6.



  

5. State Abstraction and HRL
2. Funnel Abstractions:

Cause a larger number of initial states to be mapped into a small 
Number of resulting states. 

Eg: 
In the Taxi task, the completion cost C(get, s, navigate(t)) and C(put, s, navigate(t)) 
are indepdendent of taxi location. 

The completion cost C(root, s, get) is indepdenent of the taxi location. 

3. Structural Constraints: 

Constraints introduced by the structure of hierarchy. 

Eg: if a subtask is terminated in a state s, then there is no need to represent its
Completion cost in the stae. 

Eg: there is no need to represent C(root, s, put) in states where the passenger
Is not in the taxe, why? 

Because the put is terminated in such states. 



  

5. State Abstraction and HRL

Let us see how good the state abstractions work!!

How it dramatically reduce the amount of memory 
required to Exactly represent the Q function. 

Eg: In the Taxi task, 

Flat Q learning requires storing   3,000 Q values

HSMQ without state abstraction: 14,000 distinct Q values. 

MAXQ with state abstraction:      632 values for C and V in total  



  

Conclusion

1. HRL can be much faster and more 
compact than flat RL. 

2. Recursively optima policies can be 
decompsed into recursively optimal 
policies for individual subtasks

3. These subtask policies can be re-used 
wherever the same subtask arise. 



  

Thank you !!
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